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Zona Gale Tells
Of Character in
Her Latest Book
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LAWRENCE COLLEGE, APPLETON, WIS.

Vikings W in First
Midwest Grid Title

Wisconsin Authoress

M bconsin Authoress De
scribes Life of Late
F. A. Miller

fecentt. Paul
Baker
n situeve-

Zona Gale, famous Wisconsin au
thoress. related incidents in the
life of the late Frank A. Miller—
a man who knew the “infinite
value of every human being” and
around whom her latest book,
“Frank Miller of Mission Inn”, is
written — in a talk given before
Lawrence students and townspeoplo Friday morning in Memorial
ehapel.
Move to California
Miller was born in Tomah. When
he was 14 years old, his parents
moved 1o Riverside,
California.
When fire destroyed a hotel, the
Miller family rented rooms in their
home to guests and it was in this
way that the youth entered the
work that was later to bring him
distinction and honor.
His great Mission Inn at River
side became one of the best known
in the w’orld, known for its collec
tions of crosses and other valuable
pieces, its architectural beauty, and
the “sense of hospitality to new
ideas and to other nations”. Miss
Gale related.
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Honored For Work

Before Miller died at the age of
80, he was decorated by two for
eign countries for his efforts to
promote b e t t e r
understanding
among peoples.
A young Englishman once want
ed to purchase from Miller an al
most invaluable cross bearing a
reliquary of St. John. Miller first
refused to sell the cross, then,
when he saw the depth of «he
man's desire for it. said he w'ould
not “traffic” in such matters. He
gave the cross to the Englishman,
returning two papal rings which
the youns man had offered in ex
change.
Once asked to write a slogan for
a school. Miss Gale presented ihe
four words, “All resentment is r i
diculous.”
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Greek Council Plans
Benefit Show at Rio

Lawrentians Have
Gala Pep Session

Miracle Worker

Speeches, Music, Cheering
J
Feature
Day
of
Celebration
The recent rise in the pep of
Lawrence students came to a peak
Monday when the entire student
body carried on a day of celebra
tion for the football team and their
recent victory of first place in the
ZONA GALE
Midwest conference.
'All resentment is ridiculous"
When students went to their 8
o’clock classes they found friendly
picketing in progress. The pickets
centered their attention on the foy
er of Main hall, kidding those who
w’cre determined to get to class
and trying to discourage a few by
blocking their passage down the
hall or up the stairs.
Chemistry Professor Dc- This gay mob stood around
laughing and joking, singing songs
scribes New Field of
and looking into empty classrooms
while professors waited in vain for
Organic Chemistry
a quorum. When F. W. Clippinper,
professor of English, spoke to the
“Recent
advances in organic
crowd and suggested that they go
chemistry have been quite exten to classes, he was soundly booed
sive, but we must be careful not down. The small body of students
to hold belief in new theories who were able to get into an Eng
which cannot present much evi lish history lecture in room 11.
dence.” S. F. Darling professor of. were soundly raked over the well
chemistry sa^l in his talk on or* known coals by their fello^* stu
garie chemistry
th
Tuesday. dent*. •
Bell was Signal
November 8. convocation at the
Memorial chapel.
By the time *he 9 o’clock classes
“Perhaps the most significant of were ready to start, the pickets
the theories that were developed had little work to do, for the whole
to help the organic chemist was school was pretty much in symthe theory of valence in the m id Dathy with the spirit of it all. At
dle of the last century. As a result 9:30 the old bell in the tower of
of this, we can explain all of the Main hall began to ring out and
known chemical reactions of meth this was the signal for student and
ane as well as many of the physi professor alike to attend the w ild
cal properties.” said Mr. Darling.
est and most enthusiastic pep ses
“The main object of the first 50 . sion this college has ever known.
The band was there, the entire
or 75 years of organic chemists was
the problem of working out the student body was there. Mr. Bar
structure of this vast array of sub rows, Mr. Denney and Mr. Heselstances. They included mostly na ton were there as was what every
turally occuring substances from one present would have acclaimed
all parts of the world, plant and the world's greatest football team!
animal life. With an accumulation The firm of Spangle and Suettingof large amounts of data, classifi- er. cheer-loaders deluxe, had the
cation began, and it was apparent easiest job of anyone there because
that relationships existed between the* building rang with screams,
all these compounds. The synthe whistling and other forms of noise
tic work in organic chemistry then making from the time the first
person entered the place until the
began.” *
Mr. Darling assured students last one was out. All wasn’t cheer
that most of the advances in or- ing. however, that gym was the

Heselton Turns
j|j Small Squad Into
League Winners
Lawrence Team Is Unde
feated in All Con
ference (»ames
Final Midwest Standings

Lawrenre
Coe
Beloit
Knox
Monmouth
Ripon
|Cornell
Carleton

Darling Tells of
Science Advances
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The Interfraternity council will
sponsor a benefit movie tomorrow
evening to finance the sending of
a representative to the National
Undergraduate Interfraternity con
ference in New York on November
25 • 26. Spencer Johnson, Phi Kap
pa Tau. has been selected by the
interfraternity arbitration commit
tee as the representative. The com
Turn to Page 8
mittee is composed of D. M. Du
Shane. A. A. Trever, and W. H.
| Troyer.
The picture tomorrow evening
will be ’ Men W ith Wings’ . a pro
duction which has received very
fine reviews. At the same time a
program in honor of Coach Heselton and the Midwest conference
It is just 8:20 p. m., and still peo
grid team will be held. Tickets ple are pouring through the doors.
may be obtained at all fraternities This looks like it’s going to be an
and dormitories.
exceptionally large crowd of “first
nighters”. The whole thing looks
queer—who ever heard of coming
into a theatre and finding the cur
tain open before the play starts?
Thursday, Nov. 10 — Cologne Must be some new idea that Ted
Chamber Music Trio at the Cloak picked up in the east.
The cast evidently has forgotten
Conservatory.
Saturday, Nov. 12—Brokaw for something out on the stage ’cause
there are Blinstrub and Perschmal.
Delta Tau Delta house party. bacher out there looking for some
Sunday. Nov. 13—Beta Sunday thing. Whoops, that’s me and my
drama appreciation again—I guess
afternoon party.
Friday, Nov. 18 — American that signifies that the “Excursion”
is about to start. There go the
Chemical society meeting.
Saturday, Nov. 19—All-College house lights and we recognize the
“blackout” that we’ve been hear
Thanksgiving dance.
ing about. You can’t see a thing—
Tuesday, Nov. 29—Football ban
even the girl beside you.
quet.
The lights raise, and we see the
Wednesday, Nov. 30— Second Ar
“Reverend” Koerble in the role of
tist series—Helen Jepson.
Captain Rich conducting, as usual,
Saturday, Dec. 3
Alpha ('hi
a church service. About him are
Omega formal.
his officers among whom is none
Saturday, Dec. 10—Kappa Delta
other than the other campus “par
formal.
son”, Perschbacher. Everything in
Campus club dinner.
this scene is perfect—except the
Friday, Dec. 16 — All-College
accordian playing, Hirst would be
Christmas dance.
much better on drums! There's
Saturday, Dec. 17 — Vacation
Robbins outside the captain’s w in
starts at noon.
dow waving his arms about—evi-
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Turn to Page 6

Excursion to 'Excursion”
Finds 'Natural’ Casting
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dently giving orders to some of his
stage crew, but who ever heard of
a stage manager being seen out
side the window of the captain’s
cabin? Must be a mistake some
where! There’s another of Ted’s
famous black-outs and during the
60 second interim we hear the
scene being hashed over by unseen
customers.
After a breathing spell during
which the house lights are turned
on for the first time, the lights
are dimmed again, and the black
out is produced and “unproduced”,
we find ourselves back in the cap
tain's cabin witnessing the unex
pected return of the captain’s
brother. That guy in the beard who
plays the part of the brother is A1
Haak and he's doing a great job.
The third person there is Bill Hirst
who evidently likes his liquor—as
does Mr. Haak! They decide to
make a trip to some island where
they can restore the faith in life
etc. etc.. which the people who are
travelling on the ship seem to have
lost in the big city. That lighting
effect on the miniature Coney Is
land is a wow. One actually feels
a sensation in the pit of his
Turn to Page 2

BERNIE HESELTON
Can’t be all luck. . .

Music Club Gets
National Charter
Men's Musical Organiza
tion Affiliates With
Phi Mu Alpha
Phi Mu Alpha, outstanding men’s
national music fraternity, soon will
have a chapter at Lawrence, it was
announced recently by the Mens
Music club, the group which will
receive the charter. Installation will
take place in about a month, and
the chapter will be known as Gam 
ma Zeta.
The fraternity, popularly known
aj Sinfonia was started at the New
England Conservatory, Boston. Mas
sachusetts. In 1898 the young men
who had organized the group adopt
ed the name Sinfonía, and in 1900,
realizing the need for a national
organization of musicians, founded
the Beta chapter at Broad Street
Conservatory, Philadelphia. Since
1900 expansion has been rapid un
til Phi Mu Alpha now has 72 chap
ters in foremost scnools throughout
the country.
Seven of the Big Ten schools have
chapters, including the University
of Wisconsin and Northwestern uni
versity. Among other schools hav
ing chapters are Eastman School of
Music. Louisiana State, and N. Y.
U. M illikin and Coe are among the
Turn to Page 8

Cologne Chamber
Music Trio W ill
Play Here Tonight
Music of the great masters of the
past will be played on instruments
of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries by the Cologne Chamber
Music trio appearing at 8:30 this
evening at the Conservatory of
Music. The trio, composed of the
Messrs. Pillney, Schamberger and
Fritsche, w ill interpret music of
the Baroque and Rococo periods
and play the harpsichord viola da
gamba, transverse flute, and re
corder, instruments for which some
of world’s most beautiful music
w'as composed. This music seldom
can be heard now as it was per
formed in the days of Bach, H an
del, Haydn, and Mozart.
Proceeds of the concert will be
given to X I chapter of Sigma A l
pha Iota, national music sorority,
for its annual scholarship fund.
The concert is sponsored by the
American German club of Apple
ton. Tickets may be obtained for
50 cents from Sigma Alpha lota
members.

Op.
W L T Pts Pts.
5 0 0 70 37
0 73 51
1 51 39
0 20 20
0 62 50
0 46 56
1 32 45
0 27 84

By Ed Bajrley
It still doesn't seem possible, but
it has happened. For the first
time in the history of the school
the
Ijiw rcnce
college
football
team has won the Midwest con
ference championship. Not since
the days of 1922, when they tied
for the title, have the boys even
come close. That was one of the
years Eddie Kotal, probably Law 
rence’s all-time most famed gridder, who later burned up the Na
tional Professional league with the
Green Bay Packers, and Red
Smith, the present auistant coach
of the Packers, played quarter and
guard, respectively.
But now, with one of the small
est squads, numerically, ever to
represent the school, the Vikes
have copped the coveted title w ith
out losing or tying a single game.
Each game in itself, in other more
lean years, would have been ample
consolation for a season of defeats,
but one after another these nearmiracles piled up until one day
the team found itself sitting there
with that championship in its lap.
What this will mean to the college,
which formerly was chiefly noted
among athletes around the state
as having the best looking girls,
remains to be seen. It cannot fail
but to make Lawrence look more
attractive to potential young foot
ball stars who arc looking around
at colleges to enter.
'H o w Did It Happen?
It's September 10, and Bernic ar
rives to get his first shock. After
that marvelous turnout for spring
practice last year, he’s expecting
to find about 40 men stamping
around fighting for uniforms. In 
stead. he finds 20 men, of which
number about ten look like foot
ball players, remaining after the
ravages of scholarship qualifica
tions and financial difficulties. So
he decides there’s only one thing
to do, work these boys so hard,
get them into such good condition,
that they'll be able to play 60 m in 
utes of every game. This practice
later proves to bring home rich
dividends, for during the five con
ference games, no more than thir
teen or fourteen men have entered
a fracas.
Northwestern's easy. The boys
Turn to Page 6

Vikes W in First Midwest
Conference Title
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Zona Gale, S. F. Darling
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“Excursion” Is Heartily
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Society
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Vikes Beat Beloit to
Clinch Title
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Editorials
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Heselton and Company De
serve a Hand
Lawrence Gets a New Social
Center
Another Greek Goes to New
York
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Bedlam Reigns Backstage
Before rExcursion Starts

LAWRENTIAN
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Cologne Music Trio to Play Tonight

Zona Gale Advises
Lawrence Students on
Problems of W riting

Zona Gale, Wisconsin authoress
who spoke at convocation Friday,
By Howard Lehiwr
also spoke to about 125 Lawrence
It is just 7 p. m.f yet back- (
students and faculty members in
Hindu
Native
Talks
the literature room, Main hall, at
stage and
downstairs there is
11:30 that morning. Using several
To Religious Groups
a
constant
bjzz.
“Excursion”
incidents to illustrate her point,
goes on to-night, and all the
she stressed vivid, animated ex
Nat
Muzumvar,
a
Hindu
native
worries of the past weeks are be
pression as a prime requisite in
writing. Of equal importance is
ing concentrated into the last two of Bombay, India, w ill appear as
guest speaker during the Worship
the avoidance of hackneyed ex
hours before the curtain.
pressions.
Let’s just walk around chapel, Service of the University of Life
Miss Gale discounted the value
enter the back door, and go down to be held this Sunday, November
of
so-called
inspirations,
and
the stairs into the little theatre 13, at 7 p. m. in All Saints Epis
claimed “a clean pad of paper, a
where the cast, all 37 of them, copal church. Mr. Muzumvar, a
sharpened pencil, and an empty
must dress, undress, be made-up, follower of Mahatma Gandhi, is at
room are the only recipe.” Free
relax, play cards, sing, and culti present studying
his Master’s
dom of expression w ill only come
vate gray hairs.
degree at the University of Wis
after much intensive effort.
On the small stage Is a long, consin.
She herself has written much of
home-made table, surrounded by
The discussion groups presented
her home state of Wisconsin, either
chairs and lights and covered with two guest speakers at last week’s
actually or fictitiously, and it is
gobs of grease paint, cold cream, University of Life. D. M. Du Shane,
The Cologne Chamber Masic trio will play a program af mask of her deep understanding of the pat
crumpled Kleenex, cracked m ir  professor of government, led a dis
rors, and what all. Make-up starts cussion of the spoils system in the the great masters of the past at the Conservatory of Masic this evening tern of life in small towns — like
at 1:30. The nambers, which are of general caltaral interest ta all lib Portage, where she lives—that has
early and finishes—well, on time, social
and
economic
problems
we hope. Girls do it, of course, group, and M. C. Towner, director eral arts stadents, will be played on Instraments of the seventeenth given her books their charm.
and eighteenth centuries. The members are, left to right, Mr. Pillory,
Miss Gale is a friend of Edna
(did you ever see a man put on of admissions, was guest of the
Mr. Schamberger, and Mr. Fritzsehe af the German National broad Ferber, who first started as a re
lipstick with any degree of accur personality adjustments group.
casting staff, with their instruments, the harpsichord, viola da gamba, porter on the Appleton Crescent.
acy) and the crew is large. Here
Next week the social and eco
“Miss Ferber came on a Milwaukee
sits the cast and patiently submits nomics problems group w ill have and transverse flate.
paper just about the time I left,’*
to the ordeal.
an Armistice Day program, under
Miss Gale said yesterday. “I’ve al
The girls dressing room is right the direction of W. A. McConagha,
ways admired her writing.”
behind those curtains, we won’t professor of economics. In
two
go in there. Over here, clothes weeks Mr. Towner w ill again lead
hander-outer Hetty Lou tears her a discussion for the personality ad
is happy again, and even old Mis
hair over the lack of hangers. She justments group. His subject will
ter Fitchel,
exceptionally
well
does everything from fixing tragic be “The Marks of an Educated
played by Glen Lockery, decides
last-minute runs to sewing on b u t Mind”, dealing with the impor
not to change his name again.
tons and pressing shirts (on one tance of a belief in thought.
It is now 10:40 and coming out
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
stories, everything
ends happily of the daze, we see the crowd dis
side only)
Dave Scháub was the organist
Those twenty-odd excitables who for the last worship service, which stomach when they move it to give and word comes over the ship persing rapidly and decide to get
are running around could be most was led by George Mowbray. The the scene an appearance of move radio that the good ship “H appi out with the rest of them and
ness” w ill not be turned into a start grinding on a story for the
anything-light crew, or maybe cos prelude was “Sketch" by C. A.
garbage skow after all. Everyone Lawrentian.
tumes, scenery, etc.—always under Stebbins, and the postlude was ment by the ship.
Scene two of act two brings us
foot but valuable.
"Now Thank We A ll Our God” by
Boy’s dressing room is Ted S. Karg-Elert.
back onto the ship’s dfcek and into
Cloak’s office. Barge right in —
The soloist for the next worship the company of the passengers
everyone does, even the director’s service, to be held in the Episco
wife and the girls in the cast, who pal church, will be Clark Nixon, Cloak certainly picked a bunch of ,
should know better. Did you ever and the student leader will be naturals for those parts—Lehner,
see such a mess? Looks like the Barbara Lester.
waving his arms around, and ar
boys don’t put much value on
guing with anyone and everyone
hanging and folding clothes.
From
Maureen May dancing to anything
Now upstairs-way up into Ihe Honorary Language
that makes noise.
Spangle- just
sound crew’s alcove above the
S o c i e t y Initiates
screaming. Kay Tuchscherer play
stage. Here’s where all those weird
the part of the sweet young gal,
Five New Members I ing
sounds issue from, and that usually
Koerble in the very serious and
well-timed boat whistle.
Mostly
Five of Lawrence’s students who reserved part, Bodilly being the
College Representative— Judson Rosebush
girls up here too—they make more have done outstanding work in very conservative aristocrat, and
noise at the wrong times than the some modern foreign language Spencer cussing and taking diags
1107
E.
Wit. Ave.
Tel. 1696
pipes in Main hall.
have been elected to Phi Sigma off a cigarette—it’s a wonder he
On the stage—that trio of un Iota, the romance language honor ; didn’t bum it from the girl! Of
sung heroes—hard workers all— ary society. These girls, Jean, |course, one couldn’t say that Gray
Haak (technician), Marcellus (on Doerr, Ann
McNamer.
Andrea is a “natural” in her part, bui she
lights), and Sherman (designer). Stephenson, Annabelle Wolf, and certainly is a wow!
Those other two hair-tearers are Dorothy Young will be initiated
The entire third act Is a collec
Ridgcway-Tilly incorporated-chief soon. The entertainment at the tion of trials and tribulations for
worriers and assistants.
initiation banquet w ill be an il the passengers—ranging from the
This other mob is the properties lustrated talk by Arthur Tichenor “double-cross” of “Red” Magoon to
gang. They have all the properties on his experiences in Mexico City i the shots across the bow by the
ready ages ahead of time and go this past summer.
coast-guard cruiser. As in all good
around bothering t h e
already
Starts
For 4-Days
round-shouldered cast with them.
Too efficient, we’d say.
Stage crew—hard workers all.
They pull and push that cabin
M
K g >
back and forth. Head man Rob
bins just went by—he’s famous as
the man who swore so superbly
in the last cabin scene. Only one
line, and that not on stage—he
drew more comment than the best
of the actors.
Here comes the cast—the show’s
beginning in a few minutes. Bill
Calhoun is chief herdsman—get
him to tell you how he signals
4th Floor, Zuelke Barber Shop
when all’s well and ready to be
gin, or how he finds them all in
the dark.
We’d better scoot around into
our sets—the show's nearly ready.
Keep one eye cocked at director
Congratulations to the New
Ted, hidden (he thinks) in the
audience. His general behavior
//
//
adds a fourth act to a good per
formance.
There go the lights. Quiet, ev
erybody!
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Excursion to ^Excursion’
Finds 'Natural’ Casting

MAKE "HER" HAPPY
WITH A CORSAGE

Market Garden & Floral Co.

RPPLETON

1

SATURDAY

CONGRATULATIONS
To LAWRENCE'S

1st MIDWEST CHAMPIONS

BRAUTIGAN’S BARBER SHOP

Midwest Champions

L. W. A. Open House at
Sage This Afternoon
The Lawrence Women’s associ
ation is having an open house at
Sage hall from 3:30 to 5:30 p. m.
this afternoon. This open house
has been planned especially for
the fellows, and they are urged to
come. The party is Informal and
guests are to come just as they at
tend classes—In every day clothes.
Farley Hutchins w ill play the
piano and Bill Hogue w ill sing as
part of the entertainment.
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START THE FORMAL
SEASON RIGHT!

$8.50
to
$10.50

Goods shoes are not expensive to own. A com
plete selection of men's shoes from $5.50 to
$10.50.
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ELL, THEY D ID IT! The team, we mean. They brought to Law
rence the Midwest championship, an honor which Lawrence hasn’t
seen for quite some time, and it certainly does look swell now
that we can see it close at hand. This will be the last time we’ll be
tioning football for another year, no doubt, but it’s a wonderful way to
leave the subject.
The talents at Lawrence seem to be very versatile this year. The team
went through the season with marvelous success and ended on top, and
from the looks of "Excursion," it is evident that football isn’t the only
thing at which Lawrence students excel. We’ll let the social events speak
for themselves.
On Sunday, November 6, Mrs.
Ann Wilkerson of Joliet, Illinois,
province president of Kappa Delta,
Plan Vesper Service
came to spend a few days with the
local chapter. She was entertain
For This Afternoon
ed at a party in the rooms Monday
Weekly Vespers service will
afternoon.
again be resumed this after«
After an afternoon of bowling,
noon, from 5:15 to 5:45, in the
the Zeta Tau Alphas held open
chapel.
Betty Lou Scandling,
house at their rooms Saturday
contralto, will be the soloist,
November 5. Jane Homing was the
and Don Gerlach will play the
hostess.
organ.
The Ias Entertain A. D. Pi's
Kappa Alpha Theta has inaugu
rated a series of intersorority par
ties the first of which held in the
Alpha Delta Pi rooms on Sunday,
October 31. Refreshments consist
ed of pop-corn and cokes. At the
next party to be held on Sunday,
November 13, the Thetas w ill en
tertain the Kappa Deltas. Marga
ret Gilbert is in charge of the par
ty.
Mrs. H. L. Milliken, the province
secretary for the Delta Gammas,
will arrive for a short visit Mon
day, November 14.
The American-German club will
give a reception for Sigma Alpha
Iota and members of the Cologne
Trio after the Concert to be given
at the Recital Hall of the Conserva
tory. Thursday evening. Novem
ber 10.
After lunching with the alumnae
and attending the active meeting.
Jeannette Jones Tongren. former
Lawrentian and Alpha Delta Pi
provinc* president, had dinner
with the pledges at Ormsby on
Tuesday. November 8. She is leav
ing November 10.

Phi Deft Open Hoate

Spook Jamboree

Last Saturday night, November
5, the first year paper chems made
social history at South house at
their Harvest Moon Spook Jam bo
ree. Although Halloween was a
|[ week past, the cats and
gators
still had their swing; Jive and
plenty of it was the order of the
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Brokaw Men are
Chic Scoggin to Play for
Social Even ts Have Tough
Busy With Final
Smooth Thanksgiving Dance
Time Comparing With Pep
* Plans for Formal
Over Vike Grid Successes

Phi Delta Theta actives are hold
ing open-house Saturday night.
November 12. The actives and their
dates will be there, but. of course,
the pledges will be attending the
Brokaw Formal.
The alumni of Beta Theta Pi are
havin'! a banquet at the house on
Thursday evening. November 10.
Speeches will be given by some
of the alums.
Before the All-College dance on
November 19. the Delta Sigs plan
to have a buffet supper for the
members and their dates.
Being planned for Saturday eve
ning, November 12. is a radio party
to be held at the Delt house. Jack
Crawford, social chairman, has in 
vited Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Trezise
as chaperons. Refreshments will
be served.
Mr. Bud Murphy has been a
guest at the Delt house during the
past week. He is the field secretary
of the Western Division of Delta
Tau Delta.
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EVIEWS

With “Ibby” Holt _

r

EN WITH W INGS", starring Fred MacMurrary,
Ray Milland, and Louise
Campbell comes to the Rio this
Friday. "Men With Wings” por
trays the history of the conquest of
the air. It is a moving, human
story and sets a new high in epic
pictures. Porter Hall, Lynne Averman, and Andy Devine supply the
comedy — a supporting cast which
in itself would assure the success
of the show. The picture starts
with the first attempts at flying
and carries the story through the
war with its daring aces up to the
safe and sane air business of to
day. The cast all turn in excellent
performances and, all in all, “Men
With Wings” is a picture you don’t
want to miss.
As an added feature, Edith Fel
lows and Cliff Edwards are on the
screen in "Little Adventuress”.
Another story of a precious “cheild**, "Little Adventuress” is amus A heartbreaking, tender story,
ing and interesting, and w ill at you’d better take your handker
least keep you from falling asleep. chiefs along. Or better yet—your
OMING to the Appleton Fri Kleenex. Just another plug for the
day is “Hard to Get”, a paper industry. Whether you like
romantic
comedy
starring to laugh or cry. you'll get plenty
of either at the Appleton this week.
Dick Powell and Olivia de Haviland.
The story of a spoiled heiress and
a poor but proud young man. it is
a plot which ha* been used time
W illiam G. Kelley
and time again and never misses.
Opt D.
Charles Winniger, Allen Jenkins,
Bonita Granville, and Penny S in
gleton head the supporting cast,
Lawrence H. Keller
a fact which points the way to a
new high in fun. since the "second”
Opt. D
players often make or break a
picture.
The second feature on the proO PTO M ETRISTS
! gram is ‘Girls on Probation”, with
Ronald Reagan and Jane Bryan,
i “Girls on Probation” is a startling
121 W. College Ave.
I expose of what happens to those
Tel. 2415
young girls who get in trouble
' with the police for the first time.

*

C

NEW

BARGE
OXFORDS
Newest
Campus Sensation

Water Proof Uppers,
Crepe Soles or
Leather Soles

3
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I 0000000000000000000006!

310 W. College Are.

the

Friday, November 11—-Armistice
Service. Dr. O. W. Warmlnghan of Boston and of the
American Y oath Foundation.
Taesday, November 15—Musical
program by LaVahn Maesch.

in the
Irving Zuelke Building

The NEWEST is the BEST!
Come in and see
for yourself!

R

EVIEW1NG

Smart men of Lawrence are get
ting their dates early for
the
Thanksgiving dance, which will be
held Saturday evening. November
19, at the Alexander gymnasium.
And they have a good reason to,
for who will v ant to be “date
less” at
one
of
the
biggest
dances of the year, and especially
when Chic Scoggin and his eleven
piece band of smooth players will
be drumming up the music?
Chic and his band are coming
straight from the Show Boat in El
Paso, Texas. The hand has been
well established for eight years,
and has played in many of the glit
tering night spots in the country,
including the El Livili club in D al
las, the 400 club in Wichita, the
Schroeder hotel in Milwaukee, and
the Miami Beach club in Miami.
The band is a location band and is
now on a two weeks’ tour of Wis
consin and Illinois. Accompanying
the band is the lovely
vocalist,
Blanche Vineyard.
Decorating co-chairmen, Monica
Worsley and Ruth Perry, promise
some novel decorations in place of
the usual crystal ball, and social
chairman Bob Stocker says if you
don’t come, you’ll miss the best
dance ever.

oming
onvocation

MEN'S

SUITS— OVERCOATS
16.50, 21.50, 32.50

at

evening. The house was decorated
in true black and orange halloween style, and the harvest atmos
phere was provided by shocks of
corn in every corner. Dull colored
lights also added to the attractive
ness of the decorations. While the
jive box was cooling the Jamboree
hit a new high with a few choice
games to the delight of all con
testants. Refreshments were con
tinually served, and the punch
proved especially popular.
Dr. and Mrs. Van den Akker
were chaperones for the occasion.
Other guests included the Insti
tute upperclassmen and faculty, Teachers Fete Zona
while charm was added by the
Gale at Luncheon
Lawrence girls. A return engage
Miss Zona Gale, famous Wiscon
ment of the jamboree is being sin authoress who spoke to Law
planned for the near future.
rence college students at convoca
Harveit Moon Party
tion Friday morning, was enter
About 20 couplcs attended the tained at a luncheon Friday after
"harvest moon” party given Sat noon at the Hearthstone Tea room
urday night November 5 by pled by members of the college English
ges of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity department. Those present were
for members of the active chapter. Warren Beck, Miss Dorothy BethDancing, a balloon blowing con urum. Miss La Tourette Stock well.
test. and other entertainment was Howard Troyer. Miss Dorothy
on the program. The decorations Waples and Miss Edna Wiegand.
and refreshments were of the typ
Miss Waples was in charge of ar
ical harvest variety, colored lishts, rangements.
cornstalks and pumpkins for decorations and cider and doughnuts
for refreshments.

Gmeiner's
Candy
Shoppe

BRAUER'S
Clothes

On Saturday night, November
12, Brokaw men w ill escort Law
rence’s most charming women to
their formal dance, the first for
mal given by residents of the hall
The various committees have been
men
planning and preparing for the un
usual occasion for many we^ks.
and they have succeeded in ar
ranging a dance that w ill linger
Ions in the memories
those who
attend it.
John Hart has announced that the
decorations are to center around a
pledge pin motif with large replica;:
of the pledge pins of all the fra
ternities and sororities covering
portions of the walls of the lit
tle gym. The independents too.
will be represented in the decora
tions. The orchestra will be raised
on a three-step platform at one
side of the gym. Colored spot 1‘jjhts
will animate the dancers and re
flect on the orchestra.
Malcolm Peterson, social chair
man of Brokaw, and Gardner Hay
den, chairman of the orcnestra
committee for the formal, have
announced that there w ill be an
out-of-town orchestra to add to the
smartness of the occasion.
The formal w ill be an exclusive
affair with only Brokaw men, town
freshmen and transfer students al
lowed to attend. The chaperones
will be Dean and Mrs. Milhs and
Mi*, and Mrs. H. W. Troyer.
Glances at the preview shewing
of Brokaw’s first
formal
show
clearly that it w ill be one of the
high spots in the current Law<cnce
social season.

GIRLS'

1

98

Grain or Smoth Leathers.
Crepe or Leather Soles.

J U ÍU L B X Í&

For Holiday

PARTIES. . .
Ulliit feminine dancing frocks to make you the prettiest girl
in ANY gathering! Wide-skirted picture gowns, strapless
charmers, slim sophisticated styles . . . the frocks for your
whirl of holiday parties! Velvets, satins, crepes, chiffon nets.

$ 1 2 .9 5

Up

Newest Colors!

Velvet Evening Wraps $16.50 up — Bunny Wraps $24.75

GRACE’S APPAREL SHOP
104 N. O.ieida St.

Pogc Pour

TH E

Heselton and Company
Deserve a Hand

C
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GRIN AND BEAR IT
By LIchty

O A C H H E S E L T O N ’S gridders have
put Lawrence back on the gridiron
map, and Vikes can or.ce more hold their

*. v-'.-'-.V

heads up w ith the rest of them in athletic

W

***.

achievements as well as in mere academic
endeavors.

ought to m ake a survey on “The R elative

W ith the w inning of the M id 

Effectiveness of Apple-Polishing in The

west football title for the first tim e, to

Various Foreign Languages at Law rence

gether w ith the impressive feats of last

College As Determ ined by M em bership in

year’s cham pionship track team, the leg

Germ an and French Clubs."
• * •

endary V ik in g ship seems headed for b lu 
er waters.

W e understand that the purpose of the

M any are the hearts that are gla d

subdivision was to classify the m em bers

dened by these achievements besides those

of the club into groups according to the

of Coaches Heselton and Denney and the
boys who did the w o ik .

am ount o f faculty persuasion needed in

The heartening

each case.

revival of school spirit is am ple evidence

subject as if all your grade points de
pended on it.
• * *

now forsake the trad 'tio nal feats of the
teams of the ’90’s for those of 1938; and
the publicity w hich comes to Lawrence

The griper who wrote last week’s
“ So They Say” about the “loquac
departm ent of history and govern
m e n t” succeeded in getting a rise out
of a few of the piofs even if his
efforts w ill go the way of all w h o
die for a cause. It seems that the
accused profs were getting together
statistics after chapel the other day
to prove that they h ad n ’t bored us
any more than they had a right to.
• • •

as a result of all this should bring joy
to the hearts of the adm inistration.
Most apparent is that Coach Heselton
has done a most outstanding job w ith his
first Lawrence team despite a dire lack
A nd no one could predict

that those G0-minute-;nen would be able
to stand the gaff of that entire schedule.
These successes should serve to settle
a controversy w hich has existed for some
time. They are a sign that athletic teams
w hich are a credit to Lawrence college
can still be turned out w ithout sacrificing
the fund am en tally sound emphasis on
acadefoic standards and things intellec
tual.

Another Greek
Goes to New York

T

“—and the figure* on the male listener survey are: 1,023 listen to the
Sudsy Shaving Cream hour, 2,384 to the Whiiio Cigar program, and
14,526 to their wives."

Lawrence Gets a
New Social Center

N

O longer m ust dreamy-eyed maidens
and rom antic Romeos seek a long
absent trysting place.
No longer

am bitious but retiring D on Ju a n s risk the

ot

, H E Interfraternity council has once unpredictable results
a b lin d date when
more chosen to g ve a representative
Lawrence now provides a parade ground
Lawrence fraternity m an a free vacation
at w hich they m ay carefully survey the
trip to New Y o rk over the T hanksgiving
holidays. Students w ill indirectly finance season’s debutantes at their leisure. No

this by attending the benefit m ovie w hich
the council is sponsoring at the R io thea
ter tom orrow evening
The N ational Interfraternity confer
ence, w hich is the excuse for this outlay,
has very noble ideas, cs do countless other
parleys w hich are held every weekend in
every large city of the United States. R eg
ular sessions are conducted in w hich de l
egates try to outdo each other in their
discussions of in d iv id u a l fraternity pro b
lems. Lawrence fraternities are expect
ed to derive incalculable benefit from par
ticipation in its sessions, and conversely
the
Lawrence
representative
should
prove a great boon
to other Greeks
throughout the country.
B ut it has been quite clearly dem on
strated in past years shat whatever ideas
are to be gathered at this national con
clave cannot be transm itted adequately to
in d iv id u a l houses by one member. A re
port w ill be m ade to the council upon
his return, and copies of the record of
the national m eeting w ill be available,
but in all other respi.-cts it w ill be past
history w hich becomts more convenient
not to bring up.
O f course Law rence w ill receive an
indeterm inate am cu n t of prestige and
pub licity through participation, but that,
at least not openly, is not the purpose of
sending a representative.
The fu nd am en tal question is whether
the benefits w hich
w ill
be received
through participation in this conference
w arrant the expenditures necessary to
finance the trip. Past experiences seem
to indicate that they do not, and we be
lieve that the same m oney could be put
to m uch better use in sponsoring some
w orthy in terfratern itv enterprise on the
campus. The present in terfratern ity song
fest is but one exam ple of the possibil
ities.
This year’s participation w ill complete
the so-called cycle1 that is. each fraternity
w ill have had one m em ber at the con
ference. Next y rar nc fraternity w ill be
able to raise the m ercenary objection that
it has not enjoyed representation, and per
haps the council w ’ll fee fit to divert the
funds to an enterprise w hich promises
greater returns.

I f you take one course you

do n ’t need to be as w rapped up in your

of this in the student body; alum s may

of reserves.

E note w ith surprise that F rench
club is getting so large they’re
forced to subdivide. Some day someone

longer m ust delectable freshm an women
depend solely on Friday n ig h t frolics to

Let's Hove
Afternoon Frolics
The enthusiastic response to M onday
afternoon's im pro m ptu frolic w ith the m u 
sic of a victrola and am p lifie r suggests
the possibility of adding such w eekly a f
m ust
fairs to the Lawrence social program .
C ertainly a less expensive afternoon’s en
tertainm ent could not easily be found, and
the addition of afternoon frolics should
not greatly overburden the social budg
et. Students w ould g*eatly welcome such
an affair on Sunday afternoons, or per
haps in the absence of football games they
could be held on Saturdays.

fla u n t themselves before the college’s e li
gible bachelors when dorm itory rules de
cree that they may display their charms
from seven to ten an> other week night
by a mere signing of the name.
Socially m inded students long ago rec
ognized the possibilities of this new so
cial center.

N othing is lacking w ith the

possible exception of a radio, w hich prob
ably couldn’t be heard anyw ay above the
drone w hich equals that of any Ladies
A id meeting.

E verything is furnished to

keep socialites happy.

D ark crannies are

easily found am id the tow ering stacks of
books, b u t one must be careful not to soil
the clothes by brushing against the dusty
bindings.

Cosy little rendezvous complete

w ith tiny lights which* m ay be had on or
off invite a tete-a-tete. A large ante
room w ith plenty of tables, chairs, and
magazines provides am ple space for the
m aking of acquaintances and any other
prelim inaries w hich may be considered
necessary.
O n ly one thin g rem ains undone. U n 
suspecting intellectuals, lured on by the
m isleading inscription “L ib ra ry ” above
the door, frequently cause u n to ld em 
barrassm ent as they w ander thoughtless
ly through the stacks in search of one of
those necessary evils, a book. A n d so we
hereby pledge ourselves to conduct an
intensive cam paign to finance the secur
ing of a sign to be po >ted prom inently in
front of the buildin g te a rin g the in fo rm a 
tion:

Lawrence Lovers' Tryst
and

L ib ra ry

Entertainment Rooms in front.
Private Booths in rear.
A cozy, checrful atmosphere
conducive to relaxation

No Chaperones
(Anyone seeking books please knock
loudly)

The heading of a h a n d b ill issued
by the Dem ocratic N ational com mit*
tee in 1932, a photostatic copy of
w hich appears in the current S a tu r
day Evening Post, reads “The Public

Pays Your Taxes and Republican
Extravagance." F ollow ing an ac-

»

count of the four b illio n dollar d e f
icit incurred du ring ;he last two years
o f Hooverism comes the adm onition,

"Democrats Pledge at Least 25% Re
duction in Expenses. Turn the Spend
thrifts out, Put Responsible Govern
ment in; Elect Roosevelt and Garner.”
A ll of w hich makes us wonder if
m aybe “W rong-way” Douglas C o rri
gan d id n ’t get his inspiration from
achievem ents of the Democratic p a r
ty during the last six years.

A Brief College Course
Or, Four Years in 40 Seconds
L atin
A m am us, amatis, am ant,
A m o, amas, am at;
Is probably all the L atin we need
A n d certainly all we want.
Biology
Most of our troubles w ould never vex us
If there w eren’t about twice too m any
sexuss.
Economics
Eleven m illio n on relief. T hat’s funny,
W hen 1 can’t hire a cook for love or
money.
Physics
W hen a gobble-pipe vibrates
Jitterb ugs go off their pates.
Domestic Science
G ran dm o th er labored w ith pots and pans,
G randd aughte r toys w ith contented cans.
O n grandm other’s golden-wedding day
G ran dd au ghte r’s th ird spouse ran away.
Civic
M y vote upon Election Day
M ay help defeat a venal crew,
B u t if to golf I sneak away,
Perhaps I ’ll shoot a seventy-two . • .
A m I a m an or b u t a mole?
W ell, see you at the nineteenth hole!
— Saturday E vening Post.

A n ex-student and P h i Bete has for sale
an
unused, slightly tarnished key, to
gether w ith com plete instructions foi ef
fective tw irlin g . He is th in k in g of ex
panding his activities by announcing a
brochure on “Five Easy Ways To R e
m odel a Double Breasted S uit,” w hich
w ill include a section on hair dresses for
P h i Beta Kappas.
• • •

Carving their niche in the Hall of
Fame are Bill “Are-yeu-any-relation-to-” Handorf, Harris “Come-upto-my-dad’s-resort-some-time” Wefene,
and Jarvis “Why-can’t-you-do-like-Ido?” Lingel.
•

•

o

Illu stra tin g the divergence
between
Theory an d Practice is the unw illingness
of B ro kaw ’s lib eral economists to let a
labor union p u t a crim p in their dancing
pleasure.
• • •
Bereft of pop concessions, All-College
dances, and other reasons to be, the Lclub is hanging on to its tim e honored
right to protect the sm oking tradition.
Be it resolved that it’s better to congre
gate on the n o rth .side o f College A venue
for the pre-convocation smoke than on
the south because w e’ve always done it
that way.
• • •
It seems that the boys at the D elt
house were flooded w ith calls last S und ay
night and began answering the telephone
w ith the rem ark, “No classes tom orrow .”
Im ag ine the look on the face of Beck
w hen after giving thi^ speech he received
the answer, “T hat’s w l at you think, W illy .
This is Barrows speaking!”
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Heselton Leads Vikes to Midwest Title
Vikes Block Punt
For First Marker
In Beloit Game

Cran ford Blocks Punt, Starts \¡lies to Win

Freshman Squad
Has Good Season
With No Defeats

Buesing, Kaemmer Make
Touchdowns
in
13-7 Victory

Yearlings Down St. Nor
berts and Neenah
High School

Lawrence college football team,
which at the beginning of the sea
son had hoped only to win a game
or two, copped the Midwest con
ference championship here Satur
day
afternoon
when it defeat
ed Beloit, 13 to
7. It was the
fifth Viking vic
tory against no
defeats in Mid- I
w est
competi
tion and the title ,
was the first un- j
disputed
g r id
c h a m pionship
for Lawrence in
Midwest history.
------------ The 1922 team
tieseiton
tied for the hon
or.
Two quick thrusts, one in the
first few minutes of the game, the
other in the first few minutes of
the third quarter, gave Lawrence
the ball game. They were like a
couple flattening punches and al
though Beloit gained a lot of yards
and made many more first downs,
the payoff comes on the final
score.

By Frank Hammer
Freshman football ended last
Thursday with a final scrimmage
against the varsity. The yearlings
had a successful season defeating
St. Norbert college freshmen and
Necuah High school by the same
score, 6 to 0. The squad is allowed
only two games a season under the
Midwest conference rules.
The team furnished the varsity
with stiff competition throughout
the season by learning the forma
tions of the Lawrence opponents
and using them to good advantages
During the two regulation Kamel
the frosh displayed a great defense
characterized by a hard driving
line. On offense the play was rag
ged, and the backs fumbled a lot,
but that was expected in view of
the fact that the team only practic
ed a short time each week.

Crawford Blocks Punt

The first thrust came before the
folks had securely wrapped their
blankets around and was the an
swer to any question about Law
rence being keyed for a win. Be
loit had received and was held for
downs. Andrews went back to punt
but before the ball had traveled
five feet off his foot. Jack Craw
ford, playing his last game for
Lawrence, had two arms in front
of it.
It hit with a thud and then
bounded straight back toward the
Beloit goal with about five Lawrentians and one Beloiter madly
following. On the three yard line
the Beloit player made a dive but
over-slid and the Vikes pounced
upon it with Gaiko and Crawford
taking possession.
On the very first play Art Kaem
mer smashed through center and
counted as a Lawrence crowd of
some 190 students and probably as
many Appleton people, plus down
state alumni, went wild. On the
try for the point, Garvey’s pass
from center was too high and the
ball got away from Buesing and
Maertzweiler. They picked it up
and tried to pass and then run
with no success.
The second thrust came in the
third quarter and, as the first one.
saw the Vikes score on the first
play after receiving the ball.
This time, however, Beloit had
marched 50 yards after receiving
the kickoff and lost the ball on the

Line Looks Good

Here’s the play which paved the way for the Vikes first touchdown at Beloit last Saturday. Andrews,
Beloit fullback, is ratting off the first punt of the game with Crawford, number 23. rising to block the
kicked ball. The ball hit Crawford and rolled to the Vlke 4-yard stripe where Crawford and Mike Gaiko,
right, number 22, battled one Beloiter for possession and recovered for Lawrence. Kaemmer then scored on
the first play.
Vike 5-yard line. On the first play.
Novakofski went off his own left
tackle, pushed out into daylight
and streaked down the field with
Buesing running along to take care
of a couple Beloit men crossing
the field.
The Vike duo out-ran the first
Beloiter but Buesing couldn't quite
put a block on the second. At just
the right moment Novakofski flip
ped the ball t<\Buesing and laid on
the block himself. Buesing got u n 
tangled from the mass with hardly
a missed stride and kited it the re
mainder of the distance to the goal
without being touched. Buesing's
part in the gallop was a bit more
than 50-yards and the whole m a
neuver was the outstanding effort
of the game, a perfect example of
teamwork.
On the try for the point, Maertrweder booted the ball from place
ment.
When the game ended, the Law
rence bench and part of the grid
were the scene of the wildest dis
play in many a year. The players
rushed for Coach Bernie Heselton,
the reserves for the regulars and
the regs for each other. Added to
that, the Lawrence delegation went
over the railing of Strong stadium

Betty Morrison Wins
Bowling Tournament

Ripon Winner
Over Carleton

After an unusually gootf tourna
ment, the ten high scorers in In 
tramural Bowling met last Tues
day afternoon to decide the five Score Is 13 to 7; Coe De
top-notch “pin-tippers.” This final
feated by Knox in
elimination presents as this sea
son's Varsity bowling team the fol
13 to 7 Count
lowing five girls; Betty Morrison
136, Betty Nehoda 121, Helen PedKnox upset Midwest conference
ley 120, Cynthia Meyers 119, Janie predictions
and
standings
by
Jackson 112.
trouncing Coe 13-7 Saturday. Two
All-College pingpong and inter
long passes contributed Knox's
borority bowling began yesterday.
scores. A 54, yeard return of a punt
and down onto the track to get in gave Coe its only touchdown.
on the celebrating.
Monmouth defeated Cornell as
The lineups:
had been expected at Monmouth.
R f lt l l
Zimonlck
L E
Nystnm 111. Highlight of the game was a
Duncan
L. T
I.ubenow
Alderson
L. G
Slebold 98 yard run
by Scapecchi from
Freeman
C
Garvey
OchsenschUgtr
R G
Gaiko scrimmage.
Cox
R T
Jone«
Plowing through rain and snow
Campbell
R E
Crawford
Virgill
Q
Maertswelter Ripon
defeated Carleton. O ut
Griffith
L H
Novakof&kl
Mill
R H
Buesing standing on Ripon’s squad were
Andrews
F
Kaemmer Harkey, Krcmar, and Riegal. Both
Substitution*—Beloit: Coutts, Day. Fa
gan. Johnson. Monroe. Plinske. Luebke. squads made one score on passes.
Lawrence: Everett, Hatten. Weidman, Ripon's winning touchdown came
Hastings. Officials — Referee, Morrow in the final quarter after a de
'Madison); umpire. Midland iM adi'oni;
head linesman. Johnson (Freeport, III.I. termined 57 yard drive.

Coach Ade Dillon used about 25
men in the games, and they reveal
ed that Lawrence w ill have some
pretty fair talent next year. In the
line Bill Weiss, 210-pound tackle,
Jarvis, Lingle, Bill Deppe, Bob
Macintosh,
Jack Roddy,
Dave
Spalding. Harry Sheerin, A1 Florin,
Al Staffeld, Harold Borenz, George
Stewart, Perry Powell, Clyde Coenen, John Kohl. Ross Schuman, Bob
Dykes, Bob Perry, and Herbert
Kirchoff were the boy« who made
things tough for the opposing
backs.
Among the backs Frank Nencki
was a standout performer in both
games. In the S t Norbert battle it
was his 68-yard run that brought
victory to the yearlings. In the Nee
nah game he again broke away for
a long run and a touchdown, but
the play was called back and the
team penalized for offensive hold
ing. Bob Romano called signals,
blocked, tackled, or knocked down
the other teams’ passes with equal
dexterily. Harold Boysen and Fran
cis Bradford picked up a lot of
yardage with their plunging, the
latter scoring the touchdown at
Neenah on one of his attempts
through the line.

Other Backs

Gardner Hayden showed as the
blocking back and played 60 minuates of football against the S t
Norbert team. Fred Oliver was the
squad's best punter, and though he
didn't get much chance to show his
wares in the regular games, he
proved his ability while kicking
against the varsity in practice ses
sions. Other backs who got into the
game* and should be heard from
next year are Frank Hammer,
Charles Pruett, Bob Dolgner, and
John Killoren.

LawrencefMiracle’ Squad That Tooh Midwest Crown
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It’s a small but mighty squad, the Lawrence Vikings, winners in six games and no de
feats In Midwest competition. The picture shows, rear row, left to right, Art Kaemmer.
Allan Mattmiller. Bob Anderson. Bob Everett. Vincent Jones, John Hastings, Ed Hahn.
Bob Braun, Ralph Sieboid, Coach Benue Heselton; kneeling, Tom Gettelman. senior
manager, Jack Crawford, Dick Garvey, Ken Buesing, Co-Captain Joe Maertawiier, Co-

Captain Albert Novakofski, Jack Bodilly, Jack Barnard. Jack Nystrom; seated left to
right. Bob Shockley. Don Weidman, Bob Hrudkt, Bill flatten. Sid Ottman, Stan Zvergel, John Bachman, Mike Gaiko, Charles Hobbs, sophomore manager. Assistant coach
Dillon and Leroy Lubtnow were not present when the picture was taken.
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Laivrentians Have
Gala Pep Session
In Honor of Team

Hesclton Turns
Small Squad Into
Midwest Winners
CONTINUED FROM PAGE t
look like one of Francis Schmidt's
razzle dazzle outfits, throwing lat
erals and double laterals until
Northwestern gets dizzy.
Obbie
runs wild, scoring three touch
downs and gaining a total of 340
yards. Score: 39-0.

Gloomy Bernie
After this game everybody starts
to get large ideas about the future
of this peppy aggregation—but
Hesclton moans: “We'll be lucky
if we can win one of the rest of
our games.”
But the boys still think they’re
good, and when they get through
with Coe. about the toughest out
fit they're to tangle with, even
the Coe team agrees with them. A
long pass from Buesing to Craw
ford accounts for the
winning
sfore, after Garvey sets the situ
ation up by intercepting a Kohawk
serial. Then remember that mas
ter-minding that averted possible
defeat, when Obbie stepped back
<»nt of the end zone to become
Coe's high scorer of the season so
far. It’s here that the latent defen
sive strength of the Blue and
White gridders is revealed for the
first time. With the ball on the
Lawrenc.' four-yard line and first
down for Coe, the line rises up and
throws back all offensive endeav
ors with a determination that can
not be surmounted.

No Chance To Hoof

Then that long trip to Carleton.
where the boys can’t get going for
a while, and reports keep commg
back that the Vikes arc still be
hind. until finally comes the glad
tidings that they opened up in the
fourth quarter and outscored the
Carls. 1R to 7.
About
this time everyone is
dreaming about the championship,
but Heseltoiv predicts defeat again.
It all depends, everyone agrees, on
our chances to escape injury,
which is just what we don't do in
the Monmouth game. Those big
red. white, and blue babies arc
plenty tough, and the atmosphere
of the whole contest is permeated
by an air of animosity. It's here
that Nystrom and Wallen are ban
ished, and where Garvey, Buesing
and Jones all get hurt. It’s here
that Obbie electrifies the crowd
in the closing minutes of the
game by sliding off tackle for 79
yards to make the score 19 to 8.

The Usual Homecoming Story

Homecoming bows to the weight
of tradition. A boy in the orange
uniform of Carroll by the name
of Ed Deinming proves to be bad
medicine for the crippled Vikings.
Until late in the third quarter the
score is deadlocked at 7-7, when
I^awrence’s lack of reserve strength
telis, and they succumb to the Pio
neers. 32-7.
All next week the coaches at
both schools try to outdo them
selves at crying about injuries, but
when Saturday rolls around every
body is back in the lineup, and
the difference is plainly seen, for
the I.awrence-Ripon game proves
to be the most exciting of the sea
son. The final score, is 14-13, but
no one knows until the final gun
goes off which team will come out
on top. Joe Maertzweiler’s talented
toe provides the margin of victory.
By this time it’s certain that we
will tie for the championship, but
that’s not enough for this blood
thirsty crew of Vikings They want

DOLLAR
A WEEK
H coots to
« M mi ih oso
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
That new Lawrence spirit we’ve been hearing so much about was
really in evidence down at Beloit. A couple of Beloit alumni, of the
class of ’23, were sitting in the Lawrence section of the stands and
were infected by the above spirit so profoundly that at the half they
moved over to the comparatively lifeless Beloit side and cheered for
the Vikings.
O
•
•
We think the prize happening of the season was in the Monmouth
slugfest. Mike Gaiko was removing himself from a pileup when the
referee leaned over and tapped him on the shoulder “Say,” he says,
“if you hit that guy once more, I ’ll just HAVE to penalize you.”
•
•
•
The Ripon frosh are playing the Marquette yearlings this Satur
day night down at Milwaukee as a preliminary to the MarquetteMichigan State game.
•
•
•
Again the Vikings feast. This time they are the guests of Mr.
Banta, who stuffed them with a turkey dinner at his home la&t
Tuesday evening. Those guys really lead an easy life.
•
•
•
Obbie leads the scoring for the team with a total of 42 points for the
season. Four of his touchdowns have been scored in Midwest play,
setting him up pretty high among Midwest scorers.

Lawrence Individual Scorers

Novakofski
Kaemmer
Crawford
Buesing
Nystrom
Maertzweiler
Everett

TD
7
6
2
2
1
0
0

Pat
0
0
3
0
0
4
1

TP
42
36
15
12
6
4
1

18

8

116

Cliff Burton, a seven-letter m an who was the mainstay of the
I.a\rrence basketball squad last year and a All-Midwest forward,
has signed a contract with the Oshkosh All-Stars professional bas
ketball team. “There’s ene guy on the team who’s littler than I am,’1
says Cliff, ‘but I think he’s a coach or something ”
o
•
a
Last year an attempt was made to send Art Buck down to the
Chicago Tribune All-Star game, but it failed by a few hundred thou
sand votes. We think it might be worthwhile to try sending Obbie
down there. He could certainly hold his own, and it would be inter
esting to see him in faster company. It might be done. A few year?
ago when they were balloting for Dick Pfefferle, a local boy who
played for Notre Dame, they polled 50,000 votes for him from Ap
pleton alone. (Population, 27,000).

SUNSET MEETING
There is a very important
Sunset Meeting Tuesday Nov
ember 15, in the little theatre.
The meeting will start prompt
ly at 7:15.

DuShane, Trever W ill
Appear at Round Table
Donald M. Du Shane, professor
of political science, and Dr. A. A.
Trever, professor of history, will
appear at round table discussions
of the Chippewa Falls-Eau Claire
Lawrence alum ni club Monday
evening. November 14, at the Eau
Claire hotel.
“Was Chamberlain right?” and
“What is the Significance of the
Munich
Agreement?” w i l l
be
among the questions discussed.

to make a clean sweep of it. and
Beloit is the next victim.
About 400 Lawrence sympathiz
ers provide a cheering section that
outdoes
Beloit's
comparatively
feeble efforts at encouragement.
The trip is not in vain, for the
work of the boys in the Blue and
White is satisfactory enough to
defeat the Goldmen 13-7. Two high
lights of the game—Craw blocks
SC IENCE CLUB TO MEET
that Beloit punt, and Obbie and
The newly organized Science
Bues team up on a 93-yard touch
down jaunt. The season's over, ex club will meet tonight at 7 o’clock
cept for the rejoicing, of which in Science hall. Karl Cast will
speak on the analysis of coal.
there is, and w ill be, plenty.

quietest place on campus as they
listened to Co-captain Maertzweiler who presented his coach with
the ball that was used in the game
at Beloit. He truly showed himself
to be just what a few minutes be
fore Coach Heselton had called
him —"his personal friend”.
Kaemmer and His Women
In a lighter vain, however, that
same crowd raised the roof when
Kaemmer was introduced with the
story attached to him about the
little woman at the Beloit game
last week who. when he was pena
lized for hofciing exclaimed, “Now
isn’t that just like Art?” The en
tire squad was presented to the
audience individually by the coach
in the order of their rank—sophs,
juniors and seniors. No one person
in the gang could be singled out
as having received the most ap
plause. Everyone from number 24
man to number one man received
ovations that resounded across
campus and back again!
Speaking to the students. Mr.
Barrows said “I don’t know when
we’ll see a greater team. Not great
in its collection of stars, but in
sheer guts and fight. W ith the ex
ception of the Northwestern game,
I think every opponent had better
material — and I don’t think our
boys will think Pm belittling
them." Describing, in humerous
vein, the 93 yard run in the Be
loit game in which Novakofski
raced 40 yards then lateralling to
Buesing who romped the rest of
the way, President Barrows re
marked. “I think the team pulled
five miracles. I don’t know how
they did It!"

Students Go To Beloit

About 150 students and faculty
members made the trip with the
team to Beloit last week and w it

nessed that game. Displaying all
of the enthusiasm they had shown
previously during the season, that
crowd showed they were backing
the team, and fighting all of the
way with them. Even though the
pep-band was forced to remain at
home, the fans kidded back and
forth with the Beloiter who m an 
ned the public address system, and
showed the usual
indignation of
fans at decisions of the officials.
It was a happy crowd that saw
“Craw” block
that
punt and
Kaemmer go over for a touchdown
in the first Lawrence play of the
game, but it was a much happier
crowd that joined in with the
eleven men on the field who let
out a blood curdling yell as the
final ju n went off! Coach Means of
Beloit also displayed his enthus
iasm for the victors of the game
and championship when he pre
sented the squad with the football
they had used that day.
It was a grand crowd that went,
a swell game that was seen, and
the best bunch of scrappers this
side of nowheres that were slapped
on the back down there at Beloit
last Saturday. Those 24 men made
Lawrence college the happiest in 
stitution existing and made possi
ble a weekend that no one present
will ever forget.

Fresh Fruits
From Joe’s
Chicago Fruit
Company

A Y E LL O W C A B C A N N O T P IC K UP
E X T R A PASSENGERS UN LESS
IN STR U C TED TO DO SO B Y T H E
P A R T Y O R IG IN A L L Y H IR IN G IT!

YELLOW CAB CO.
CONW AY HOTEL BLDG.
Phone 6000

IT'S NEW
AND CORRECT
builds careers! Poise starts
with the feet. Women in busi
ness or profession wear Kalisten-iks because their scien
tific construction achieves nor
mal, easy 3-point foot suspen
sion and natural foot move
ment without sacrificing style.
Goodbye to self-conscious
feet! Kali-sten-iks have the
patented Bulb-shaped SEAMTFSS heeL

ASK TO SEE TH E

New Overcoats
finished with the new ploin edges and
seoms. Absolutely different and a stand
out in any crowd.

— off

See them at

1939

Xspeaam e
CORONAS

$2 9 50 $3 3

$3 5

Farrand Tailor Shop
Just Off the Campus
E.

W.

SHANNON

Dlstrlbator
300 E. College Ave.
TEL. SS
Appleton, WIs.

318 E. College Ave.

KNOPF S£Jk£«£s SHOES
232 E. COLLEGE AVE.

*

APPLETON, WIS.

Next door to Voerks

K EEP G O O D F E E T H EA LT H Y
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Faculty Members
At State Parley

Poge Seven

LÀWRENTIAN

T reat ’Em Rough and Keep
’Em,’ Says Love-Sick Coed

It Might Be

Last week 34 right, six wrong,
one tie for a percentage of .850,
slightly above the season average,
Language Professors At which is pretty good for a day It all started at the first frolic, two the next time you see him! I
or did it? Perhaps, if you are one
tend Milwaukee Teaeh- which experts have called “Black of the smoother girls on campus, Then home you go to a forlorn
night of tossing from one side of
Saturday,” featuring upset vic it didn’t take a frolic to get you the bed to another, calling him
Convention
ers
started.
In
that
case
your
love
got
tories like Carnegie Tech’s over
every name conceivable.
Last week six of Lawrence’s Pitt, Wisconsin’s over Northwest a head start. However, it began
Do you go through with all your
some way, and now after four or
modern language teachers went to ern, Knox’s over Coe, Rutger’s five precious weeks filled with ideas of calling him down and
Milwaukee as delegates to the over Princeton, and Southern Cal’s precious moments, you are in love; telling him you’re through? No,
you haven’t got the heart to be so
State Teacher’s convention. Some over California. Luckily, several madly perhaps, or then again may mean. One look at his handsome
of the revolutionary methods of of our long shots came through to be only slightly infatuated. The de self convinces you that he couldn’t
gree is no matter; you have that
teaching foreign languages were of g:ve us a good average for the man, that prince charming you prevent that date. It was just one
special interest to the group who week. Now for this week;
have dreamed of for so long, under of those things, so you let him do
your spell. Now that you’ve got the talking and explaining and
assembled for
luncheon at the
Middle West
mulberry
him —you think you have anyway “beating around t h e
Hotel Schroeder on November 4.
bush” and once again, all is right
Notre Dame 13 Minnesota 7
—what happens next?
Dr. C. O. Arndt from Northwest
Y ou’re sure of a date for any with the world, and he loves you
Chicago 26 College of the Pacific
ern university spoke on “Modern
thing that may come along in the and you only. TTiat awful date with
Language Teaching in 1938". He 13
line of social activities. You’re con that awful girl will never happen
told of an experimental progres
Carroll 27 Ripon 13
tented to walk the narrow paths again.
sive school which is being conduct
Moral: Don’t be such pansies—
Coe 7 Grinnell 0
along the river bank, arm in arm,
ed in an Evanston High school.
admiring the big gorgeous moon, treat ’em rough.
Wisconsin
20
UCLA
7
Quite the ideal of language stu 
to talk about how much you love
Cornell 13 Carleton 6
dents, it has no grammar and no
each other and how true blue you LaVahn Maesch Speaks
Iowa State 6 Kansas State 0
translation, the entire course con
w ill both be. Soon the path draws
Indiana 3 Iowa 0
sisting of reading and conversa
On Music Appreciation
near the end. and all highways and
Ohio State 7 Illinois 6
tional groups.
LaVahn Maesch, associate pro
Kansas 25 George Washington 6 byways lead you back to the night
After the luncheon, which was
ly resting place—the dorm. You fessor of organ and music history,
Auburn 9 LSU 7
presided over by James L. Han
part
with
a
deep
sigh
and
a
“see
presented
the first of a series cf
Mich. State 21 Marquette 7
cock, president of the Modern Lan
you tomorrow, sweetheart”. Then talks on music appreciation at the
Michigan 19 Northwestern 14
guage Tcacher’s association, the
to your room, where the third de meeting of the Women’s Tuesday
meeting
divided
into
separate 1 Monmouth 14 Augusterna 0
gree is given you concerning the club in Neenah. Mr. Maesch will
Far West
groups.
“where’s”, “when’s”, and “how’s”. give four more lectures which will
California 21 Oregon 6
Addresses French Groups
Can’t you, dear reader, just see fall on lanuary 10, February 14,
Professor Leon P. Smith, Uni- ¡ St. Mary’s 14 Santa Clara 0
Southern Cal. 20 Washington 0 the way the listeners hang on ev March 14, and April 11.
versity of Chicago, addressed the
ery word the infatuated one ex
South
French group on “Modern Lan
presses? You add a bit of exagAlabama 13 Georgia Tech. 0
guages and Liberal Arts’’ A plea
eration here and there no doubt,
Baylor
31
Loyola
0
that the teachers try to define
trying to make your listeners even
Tulane
17
Georgia
6
their aims and try to teach by
more jealous than they already are.
Duke
19
Syracuse
6
them was his theme.
After a good long love conference,
Texas
Christian
19
Texas
0
Emphasizing the importance of
you rid your room of inquisitive
Tennessee
13
Vanderbilt
0
motor reactions. Professor R. M. S.
people, if possible, and slide into
East
Heffner addressed the group of
bed to dream of the one and only.
Fordham
22
U.
of
N.
Carolina
6
German teachers. His topic was
How long will it last? Forever,
Army
32
Chattanooga
6
“Reading Objective?? and Reading
you say, but then one night he for
Boston
College
14
Boston
Uni.
0
Methods
of Modern
Language
gets his promise. He doesn't ap
Holy Cross 19 Brown Uni. fi
Study.”
pear at seven o’clock to take you
Carnegie
Tech
20
Duquesnc
0
Using as his subject “Literary
for that long-awaited walk. After
Colgate
13
NYU
0
Zoology: an Inquiry into the Na
waiting some time and making up
Columbia
13
Navy
6
ture and Function of Men of Let
your mind to the fact that he was
Georgetown
20
U.
of
W.
Va.
fi
ters”, Joaquin Orliga spoke to the
undoubtedly unavoidably detained,
Harvard
20
U.
of
Va.
0
Spanish teachers. Orliga is one of
you sulk around a bit and then run
Pittsburgh
26
Nebraska
0
the members of the University of
down to the “coke-house” with the
Yale
14
Princeton
12
Wisconsin faculty.
rest of the gals. As you stroll in,
Penn
20
Penn
State
0
Lawrence Delegates
who should you see. but none oth
Those who represented Law- .
er than the beloved one chatting
rence at the convention of the 1
Contribute!*’ Goes
gaily with your newly acquired
Wisconsin Association of Modern
rival. That’s absolutely the limit,
To
Pres»
This
Week
Foreign Language Teachers were
you’re through, you unconcernedly
L. C. Baker, G. C. Cast. Miss Alice
Lawrence’s literary
magazine, drink your coke while you would
Whitcomb, Miss Lucille Palmer, the Contributer, will go to press much rather throw it at that rat,
Miss Anne Jones, and Miss Char this week, according to Joe Mor that low-down, contemptible de
lotte Lorenz.
ton, editor. It contains short stor ceiver.
ies, essays, poetry, and black and
While he i. feeling strangely unTOWN GIRLS HAVE MEETING
white illustrations which have |comfortable in your presence, you
The Town G irl’* association held been contributed by students.
i fix your steel-like stare on him
its meeting in Main hall on Tues
It will be given out free to all and make up your mind to make
day, November 1. Plans were made students and will be sold foi 25 1him feel as miserable as possible.
for a December election, a dough cents to anyone else.
1W ill you ever tell him a thing or
nut sale, and a supper party.

IF YOU HAVE

BOHL & MAESER

Plumbing or Heating Problems

in gorgoous
Technicolor!

213 No. Appleton
we will give you the benefit of our experience free of
charge. Actual installations to be made by local
Plumbers.

W. S. PATTERSON CO.
Phone 4700

213 E. College Ave.

You're going
to the party?
%

A LL C RO SB Y
SQUAUfS ARB
U N IO N MADS

You want to be
properly dressed?
Of course!

Crosby Square Shoes
say you’re "in the know”
These authentic fashions
testify to your good taste
and judgment
Shoes are eloquent things. When
yours are Crosby Squares you know
they speak well of you, for they are
"light” to the last detail, at home
where gentlemen meet. Fine hand
made shoes are accurately repro
duced to give you these handsome
Crosby Squares. Enjoy ^ ■■ AA
their comfort and distinc- *
tion. Buy a pair today.

Mortar Board, junior women’s
honorary sorority, will give its an
nual traditions banquet for all
freshman and transfer women. The
banquet will be held in Ormsby
Hall at 6 p. m. Thursday, Novem
ber 17. Following the
banquet
there w ill be a brief explanation
of the ideals and traditions of Mor
tar Board, locally and nationally.
Town women are invited to at
tend the brief discussion in Orms
by parlor following the dinner.
Any town girls desiring to attend
the banquet may make arrange
ments and purchase tickets for
fifty cents each from Martha Jane
Lyon before Saturday, November
12.

Medical Aptitude Test
W ill be Given Dec. 2
The Association of American
Medical Colleges’ Aptitude test
will be given in room 22. Science
hall on Friday, December 2. Stu
dents should make application im 
mediately to W. E. Rogers, profes
sor of biology. The test has been
adopted by the association as one
of the normal requirements for ad
mission to a medical college. This
is the only time -the test will fte
given this year. A fee of one dollar
is required of each student taking
the test.

FRED MacMURRAY
RAY M I L I A N D
LOUISE CAMPBELL
FLUS

I

EDITH FELLOWS in
"Little Adventuress"

Starts FRIDAY!
A PARAM OUNT
PICT URE
MOTION PICTURES ARE YOURBEST

FOUNTAIN SPECIAL

MALTED
WHIP

Tuxes . $25.00 to $55.00
Toils . . $30.00 to $60.00
Formal Shoes . . . .

$5.50

You need a suit— Yes?
You need furnishings— Yes?
Then — Ferron's of course!
Tuxes and tails for sale or rent in your
proper size.

’£ JU L X M 1 £
in M o n 's Shoos

^As advertised in Etquire and
The Saturday Lvening Post.

Mortar Board Plans
Traditions Banquet
For Frosh, Transfers

417 W. College Ave.

Phone 287

LARGF 24 OZ. GLASS
O N L Y ...........................

IO ‘

New — delicious— thicker— golden smooth— all
flavors— and a large giant 24 oz. glass only 10c.
It is mixed and tastes like the original malted
milk— only it is Bigger and More Delicious.
TRY ONE TODAY!

V o ig t 's D ru g
S to re
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Daily Texan Gives
Professors Hear
l)aH,,1x
n- „
,
n
Organic Chenmtry
New Slant to Frosh
I alk by Darling CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Addresses American Asso
ciation of University
Professors Hen*
Speaking on “Recent , Advance
ments
in
Organic
Chemistry”,
Stephen F. Darling, professor of
chemistry,
addressed the
first
meeting of the American Associ
ation of University Professors at
Brokaw hall on November 1. Fol
lowing the dinner. T S Kepler,
professor of Bible and religion,
was elected president of the society
/or the new year. C. D Flory, as
sociate professor of education, was
named secretary. Mr
Darling's
speech was repeated in chapel
Tuesday.
As a representative of the Ap
pleton
Cooperative
Association.
Mr. Darling took part in a panel
discussion on "Cooperatives" at
the
Congregational
Church
on
November 3. Mr. Chapel! of the
S. C. Shannon Company, and Mr.
Glasser of the Farmer's Equity al
so participated. The discussion was
a part of a program on social
problems being carried on by the
Rev. J. B. Hanna and the church.
On Sunday, November 6. Mr.
Darling visited the First Metho
dist church in Green Bay. where
he delivered a talk on cosmetics
before the Young People’s forum.
“Cosmetics in themselves are not
particularly harm ful,.but they are
purported to do things that they
can't do," said Mr. Darling.

Men's Music Club to
Get National Charter
CONTINUED FROM PACJE I
smaller schools in this territory
with chapters.
The purpose of the organization
is to further music on the campus,
particularly amon* the men in the
community, and to sponsor and pro
mote American music and American
musicians.
The present group has and will
continue to sponsor recitals. Their
memberships totals approximately
30, and their activities are centered
around the Lawrence conservatory.
Officers of the organization are
Norbert Letter, Appleton, president;
W illiam Guyer. Iron wood. Mich,
vice-president: Kenneth Sager. Ap
pleton. secretary; Milton Nelson of
flintonville, Wisconsin, treasurer:
F.lwin Wienandt of Appleton his
torian
Prominent Members
Some of the prominent members
and honorary members of Sinfonía
are Peter Dykema, Charles N Cadman. Victor Herbert. Peter C. Lutkin. and Leopold Stokowski. C. E
Deakins. registrar. Is a member of
the M illikin chapter, and Cyrus
Daniels, professor of theory at the
conservatory is affiliated with the
Northwestern university chapter.
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Former Student at
New Intercollegiate
Lawrence Betrothed
Magazine Appears on
Announcement
has been made of
Newstands of Nation

1the engagement of Miss Carol
“College Years”, a new national
ganic chemistry are not due to the Freshman as Defined
Eleanor Cheney, daughter of Dr.
inter-collegiate
magazine
devoted
work of single individuals. “Names By a Sophomore
and Mrs. Henry William Cheney,
to the interests of students every
stick out in organic chemistry be
A chlorophyl or slime is the low
: Chicago, to Robert Wheeler Swctt,
cause they have been the ones to
where appeared recently on the
est form of animal life known to
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthui Swett,
complete the last link in a chain,”
science. It is found in large nu m  newstands of the nation. The new Beverly Hills, Calif. Miss Cheney
he said.
Many of our social and economic bers on all college campi. It is of magazine, to be published four attended Lawrence college and
evils of today can better be solved ten a victim of hallucinations and times during the college year, fea
Mr. Swett attended the University
by the cooperative efforts of often imagines itself worthy of tures in its first edition an article
philosophers, historians, scientists, consideration, and in severe cases, by Henry M. Wriston, former pre of Wisconsin and the Babson In 
stitute. No date has been set for
economists, and all working to equal to a sophomore. It is prone
sident of Lawrence. Also included
gether rather than leaving it to to clutter up school dances, soror
the wedding.
in
this
first
edition
are
articles
by
economists or politicians alone, is ity houses, and dormitories, m ak
the belief of Mr. Darling.
ing
itself generally obnoxious. Aubrey Williams, executive direc
“I wonder how many scientists Feeds on ice cream, peanuts, hot tor of N.Y.A. and Grover Whalen. Towner Is Speaker at
are content with their lot and arc dogs, steaks, and Haig and Haig.
In a lighter vein are, among others,
Midseason Jace Parley
willing to go on making new dis Excellent medium on which to ex
coveries with little or no thought ercise good right arm and as a "Getting to the Football Game”,
Milton C. Towner, director of ad
about the fact that our social and test of the flexibility o f a paddle. "Brown
Traditions” and
“Life missions. w»as one of the speaker.-)
economic system cannot cope w’ith Inclined to be very susceptible, es Leaves Wellesley Womanly", In at the midseason conference of the
the advances made up to n o w .", pecially during first semester, and accordance with the policy of the Wisconsin
Junior
Chamber
of
stated Mr. Darling.
"There are has on occasions been known to editors, however, the major por Commerce this weekend at Osh
those who would call a truce on lend money. One of the necessary tion of the magazine will consist kosh.
scientific investigation for the pre evils all good sophomores must of undergraduate contributions.
"What is the Outlook for Young
sent. and even those who say throw tolerate. Very little intelligence,
Men?" was the title of Mr. Town
away some of the advantages of but in most cases harmless.
er’s talk before jace delegates Sat
Water Color Paintings
*
*
*
today and go back to the simpler
urday evening in the Raulf hotel.
life of our forefathers. Personally. Freshman as Defined
Now
Shown
in
Library
I don't believe this would solve By the College Widow
An exhibition of opaque water Rotary Club Hears
Secret of success. Very suscep
the problem, although it might
color paintings by W illiam Hallpostpone its solution to a later tible to “lines.” Has money, am  quist of Rockford, Illinois, is now
F. W. Trezise on TV A
date. But it is not human nature bition (collcgiately speaking), and on display at the library. The
F.
W. Trezise, associate profes
to want to go back, and we must willingness. Is the means of at brilliantly colored
pictures con sor of mathematics, who was af
go ahead. What we need is to con tending all social functions when sist plainly of typical mid-western
filiated with the TVA project dur
centrate our efforts on catching up nothing better turns up. Attends scenes of farm and town.
ing a year's leave of absence, talk
with solving our social and eco- all dances. Dances badly, but
The exhibition has just come
nomic problems. I believe they can makes up for m inim um ability in from display in the Wright Art ed on the Great Smoky mountains »
be solved if we apply the same maximum energy expended. To be building at Beloit college. Tlie pic at the noon meeting of the Apple
ton Rotary club Tuesday. His talk
tactics that were used to advance cultivated extensively and dropped tures were acquired through the
organic chemistry as far as it has immediately when it shows signs facilities of the circulating exhib was partly illustrated.
of intelligence. Generally outlives it of the Midwest Art conference.
gone today.”
A hundred couples attired in
its usefulness near close of spring This conference serves twenty col sweaters (and other clothes, of
term.
leges and universities of Illinois. course) attended the annual RcnnSpecial Camera Club
*
*
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Wisconsin, Minnesota, Indiana, and selaer Polytechnic institute sweatFreshman as Defined
Iowa.
1er dance.
Meeting to he Held By Himself
The most important unit of
Tli? Camera club will have a
special meeting tonight at 7:15 in campus life. A superior but mis
Main hall. Room 49. for all those understood and mistreated indi
interested in working out plans for vidual. The reason school dances
a darkroom. Mr. Sherman, assis are successful. Very probably the
tant in dramatics and art, who is future football captain or presi
faculty advisor of the Camera dent of the student council. Con
club, will meet with the group to siders bid to Sigma Nu or Chi
make definite arrangements for the Omega more important than a Phi
Beta Kappa key. Very nice fellow
darkroom at that time.
For
The regular meeting of the Cam in general. (Daily Texan)
era club was held last Thursday
evening and a discussion was held
also received a larger number o f (
about photographs taken the wi»ek
previous, and about books for the applications than heretofore, but i
many have set up rigid require-!
Tel. 1554
120 E. Lawrence St.
college'library which will be avail*
ments that lim it the number of
able for all interested in camera
those accepted.
work.
A speaker may be secured for
the next regular meeting of the
club which will be a week from
today at Main hall. Room 49, at
7:15, according to Mr. Sherman.
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Luncheons —Dinners —Teas

College Enrolments
Show Slight Increase

A new high in college enroll
ments has been set this fall with
an increase over last year of 4 8
percent, preliminary
registration
surveys reveal.
Increase in college registration
in 1937 over 1936 was 3.9 per
cent, but the largest sectional in 
crease this year was in the south,
where the gain was 5.7 percent.
Eastern college enrollments have
increased 5.2 percent and the west
Increases last year
The University of Newark, or 4.3 percent.
ganized in July,» 1934. is believed were 3.3 percent and 3.8 percent,
to be the youngest university in respectively.
the U. S.
Most colleges and universities

LOST?

Start On Even Terms
with Any Other Student
by getting

Books, old quiz popers,
a honey?

FOUND?
Pocket book, Love?

USE THE LAWRENTIAN
CLASSIFIED COLUMN

25c

ii

Naturally, your Parents want you to
start the new term on a par with any
one else in your class. That's why they’ll
want you to back your brains with a
Pen like the revolutionary new Parker
Vacumatic.
Its Scratch-proof Point of Platinum
and 14 K G o ld writes tike •
breeze because it ’s tipped with
jewel-smooth
twice
as costly as ordinary iridium.
And the Parker Vacumatic won’t
let you down by running dry un
expectedly in classes or quizzes.
Held to the light it shows the
E N T IR E ink supply— shows when
to refill. And it holds such a co-

pious reserve of ink to begin with that
you need fill it only 3 or 4 time* from
one term to the next.
Go to any good pen counter today
and try this pedigreed Beauty of lami
nated Pearl and Jet—a wholly exclusive
and original Style. And look for the
amart A R R O W clip. This identifies the
genuine and distinguishes the owner.

per insertion
limit 35 words

Deadline Noon on Monday — Preceding Date of Publication

1

TELEVISION

The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.

Maker» of Parker Quink, the new pen•
cleaning writing ink 15c, 25c and up.

Osmiridium,
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the Pen that Has W hat It Takes
to help you rate marks
that you can write home about
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